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R-phenylethylamine (R-PEA), fom1ed an interdigitated uilayer film 
(R-C1s-MA, R-PEA), which is crystalline, but for the alkyl p
C15H31 chains at the top smface of the film. By comparison, the 
amphiphile R-C 15-MA over an S-PEA solution formed, on 
compression, a (R-C1s-MA, S-PEA) bilayer which is neither 
crystalline nor interdigitated. An analogous result was obtained 
for the bimolecular system in which the hydrocabon chain was 
attached to phenylethylamine only. The formation and packing 
anangements of these multilayers will be discussed.(3) 

The major tools applied for structure elucidation were grazing 
incidence X-ray diffraction and atomic force microscopy. 
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MS16.04.03 MORPHOLOGY CONTROL PER COMPUTER: 
PRESENT AND FUTURE. F.J.J. Leusen, Molecular· Simulations 
Inc., 240/250 The Quorum, Barmvell Road, Camblidge CBS SRE, 
United Kingdom 

Although the ability to predict crystal morphology was established 
several decades ago, there is still no reliable and generally applicable com
putational approach to predict, quantitatively, the effects of the growth 
medium on crystal morphology (e.g., effects of solvents, additives, impuri
ties, etc.). 

Procedmes to accurately evaluate the effect of a solvent or additive 
on morphology exist [e.g., 1], but they are exu·emely complicated and not 
yet automated; application requires a lot of time and expertise. Some of 
these procedures will be discussed and illustrated with application examples. 

The incorporation of these procedmes into existing computational 
approaches to predict morphology is now becoming feasible due to the 
compute power of modem computers and the development of new algo
rithms. An automated computational tool to predict the effect of solvents 
and additives on the morphology ofboth organic and inorganic crystalline 
solids can thus be envisioned - possible approaches and pitfalls will be 
discussed. 
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MS16.04.04 THE DESIGN OF LATTICES FROM DNA 
BRANCHED JUNCTIONS: PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS. 
N.C. Seeman, J. Qi, X. Li, X. Yang, B. Liu and H. Qiu, Chemisl1)' Dept., 
New York University, New York, NY 10003, USA. 

A significant goal of C!)'Sta.llography is 3-D structmal control that 
enables the constr1.1ction of both individual objects and periodic matter. 
There are at least three elements necessar)' for the contr·ol of3-D str1.1ctme: 
[1] The predictable specificity of interactions between components: [2] 
the sl11.1ctural predictability of intennolecular· products; and [3] the 
structmal rigidity of the components. TI1e first 1:\vo of these elements 
allow for topological contr·ol over the products of assembly, in the senses 
both of the connectivity of the molecular graph and of the linking of 
plectonemic substructures. The third element, strl.ICtmal rigidity, appear-s 
to be needed to fab1icate tar-gets that contain symmetry; hence it seems to 
be particularly important for the construction of periodic net\vorks, whose 
components exhibit tr·anslational symmetry. We are pursuing these ends 
with synthetic DNA branched junctions. Ligating branched structures 
generates stick-figures whose edges ar·e duplex DNA. and whose ve1tices 
are branch points. Control of topology (elements [1] and [2] above) in 
tllis system is str·ong, ar1d it has allowed us to build DNA molecules 
whose heli'<. axes have tl1e connectivities of a cube (1 below) and of a 
tr1.mcated octahedron (2 below). To construct lattices, we have sought 
1igid components, by using DNA triangles whose branches ar·e bulged 
jlmctions. By altemating triangles with tl1e bulges on tl1e inside (1) and 
outside (0) strands, one generates a module witl1 a reporter strand (dark 
str·and in 3 below), whose fate reflects the 1igidity of the complex in 

ligation closme expeiiments. We have peifmmed such expeJiments with 
the components of 3, ar1d find tl1at tllls system does not satisf-y c1ite1ion 
[3]. The sear-ch for 1igid DNA components continues. 
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MS16.04.05 CHAINS, PLANES AND FRA .. TV1ES - HOW THE 
DIMENSIONALITY OF HYDROGEN BONDED OR COORDI
NATION POLYMER NETWORKS INFLUENCES CRYSTAL 
MORPHOLOGY Michael J. Z1worotko, Donald C. MacQuarrie, Pi me 
Losier and C.V.K Sharma, Department ofChenlistr)', SaintMar)''s U!li
versity, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3H 3C3, Car1ada. 

Recent work in om group has concentr·ated upon the development 
of str·ategies for contr'Olling tl1e dimensionality of network strl.JCtmes in 
tl1e solid state. As such, we have char·acteJized numerous exar11ples of 3-
D ( di3111ondoid,l octal1eclral2), 2-D (honeycomb g~id, squar·e g~id) and 1-
D ( str·ar1d) net\vorks. TI1e chenlical nature of tl1e compounds tl1at we 
have investigated is diverse and encompasses hydrogen bonded COCI)'Stals, 
orgarlic salts and coordination polymers. It has become clear· tl1at judi
cious choice of molecular· modules for tl1eir synm1etry (linear·, trigonal, 
tetr·ahedral or octal1edral) and functionality ( complement.o11ity of hydro
gen bonding, 7Ht stacking or metal/ligand coordinate bonding sites) at 
tl1e molecular· level car1 afford a lligh degree of contr·ol over tl1e natm·e of 
tl1e Cl)'Stal packing, i.e. many of tl1e CI)'stals we have investigated can be 
regar-ded as de facto manifestations of suprarnolecular- chenlistry. 

The presentation will concentrate upon ar1 overview of how the 
synm1el1)' a11d dimensionality of the hydrogen bonded or coordina
tion polymer fTameworks con·elates witl1 space group and c1ystal 
morphology. 
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MS16.04.06 MORPHOLOGY OF BULK RBCO SINGLE 
CRYSTALS. E.V.Soko!a, L.P.Kozeevab, M.Yu.Karnenevab; a Joint Inst. 
of Geology, binst. ofinorgarlic Chennsl1)', Novosibirsk, 630090, Russia 

Understar1ding of the fonns of ci-ystallization of 123 cuprate 
superconductors is vital for controlling their properties. Morphological 
ar1alysis of more tl1an 100 well-shaped individuals ar1d CI)'Stal aggregates 
ofRBCO (R= Y, Tm, Ho, Lu) obtained by tl1e flux metl1od in alumina 
crucibles in different conditions showed 3 stages of CI)'Stallization. The 
nucleation of cqstals could be: multicentr·e two-dimensional one fomling 
the cqstal base, and tl1e skeleton growtl1 of different relief rouglmess 
witl1 tops ar1d (or) edges bet\veen {001} and {100} faces ofteu·agonal 
p1ism as generating points. TI1e second st.o1ge was layer-to-layer growth 
of { 001 } plane. Heterogeneous aggregates of nlicroCIJ'Stals from the 
first stage may be overlapped by { 001 } layers, producing monOCI)'Stal
like specimens. The CI)'Stals of clear·Iy tllick platy habit usually had shiny 
{001} facets and sufficiently smootl1 of { 100} ones. Witl1 increasing 
sizes of { 100} facets cillferent types of relief roughening were observed: 
so-called slice- and hooper-like fmms and overhar1ging of {001} facets. 
Side faces { 011 } ar·e presented in the habit of tl1e most perfect cqstals 
with smootl1 {I 00} faces. Bulk CI)'stals took their final form at tl1e third 
stage. The basal faces developed to smootl1 minor smfaces sometimes 


